
//DDD//GENERAL IDEA MENSWEAR FALL WINTER 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos by Casey Vange www.!gphoto.net

In a mix of classic menswear with utilitarian streetwear General Idea’s Fall Winter 2012 collection entitled 
“A"er Games” paid homage to the hockey games of the 1968 Olympics.

Designer Bumsuk Choi turned out quilted jackets with silver hook hardware, sweat pants with knee padding 
color blocked sweaters and these functional yet 100% fashionable back packs that screamed alpine.

#e whole show has a sportsman vibe from Varsity jackets all the way down to the Velcro tab sneakers.

#e collection started with a base of navy blue and layered on olive, beige and orange to hammer home that 
1960’s in$uence.

Favorites were the navy leather and grey suede jacket, the quilted toppers, the $eece sweatshirt and of course 
the sweat pants which will be stolen by every girlfriend who’s man is lucky enough to hang a pair in his closet.



//DDD//JASON WU FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net 

Massive doors and clouds of smoke revealed a collection that was more serious and true to the luxury that the Jason 
Wu brand achieves season a"er season for his namesake Fall Winter 2012 collection. Of course when looking at the 
winter season all eyes start with outerwear and Wu kicked things o% with military jackets with quilting and huge pock-
ets. His love of the little feminine details were not lost with such a masculine theme because of bits like lace and fur. 
Accompanying jackets were shi" dresses with curved seams and gold buttons, again strong but womanly. Chinoiserie 
prints on cheongsam dress came in the second phase of the show, but again small nuances like embellished necklines or 
key hole cut outs made the underlying theme more for showmanship than the eventual wearer looking like she’s play-
ing China Doll. To close the run, glamorous gowns with asymmetrical draped hemlines sauntered down the runway. 
Watching the girls walk in and out of the doors was like Hollywood came to the West Side Highway.

#e main point is that Jason Wu understands that a show is a spectacle and so working with a line-up of Mao military, 
Qing dynasty and the Forties Hollywood glamour of “Shanghai Express” we were treated to the beauty that is fashion 
week, however a practical business man, each piece stands on its own minus the obvious Asian references of cute little 
accessories like pearl topped hats made the Asian themed Fall Winter collection a true lesson in Wu’s cra"smanship, 
a"er all isn’t that what consumers are spending their money on?



//DDD//YIGAL AZROUEL FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos by: JP Yim @ Wire Image

I have long been a Yigal fan so much so that every time I pull for an editorial that features a strong woman, I make a 
point to hit the showroom and this Yigal Azrouël Fall Winter 2012 there are multiples that I know I can use again and 
again. Dresses were the focus and they long and lean in buttery calf leather, thin knitwear or bitty prints in beige silk. 
Also present were lean trousers and pert little moto-esque jackets and in contrast some large chunky knits and mens-

wear inspired outerwear.

At further inspection I see a downtown girl heading up north for the weekend with all her own clothes save for a trap-
per hat and a sweater or two. #ink the winter version of Carrie Bradshaw in Su%ern.



//DDD//DOO RI FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge

Photos by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net

Doo Ri does many things well, but one thing not seen by other designers who create under the same genre of draped, 
languid jersey pieces… she plays with texture. Her inspiration for this season was elegant haunting movement of Butoh 

and poetic motion.

Key words like graceful slouch, elegant ease, slow motion of fabric caught in $ight, tactile envelopment.

What that meant for the audience was sensual asymmetrical wa&e stitched pull overs paired with bone washed silk 
skirts, high waisted tapered trousers with twist tops that had angora knit sleeves. Details had a strong

representation of leather and laser cutting which added to the textural menagerie in which fabrics such as shearling, 
washed silk, virgin wools and felted suiting we all used. #e color palette was cool tone icy greys mixed with plum, 

hunter green and black.

If it was protocol to post an entire run I would cause each piece was that good and di%erent enough from her other col-
lections to make you want to make an immediate wish list for both editorial pulls as well as your own closet.



//DDD//JEN KAO FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

 Photos by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

A foxy approach, polished but cagey, East meets West for nightcaps. #ese words, from Jen Kao’s collection statement 
for Fall 2012, could be taken literally with Americana languid pleats and mink coats mixed with Asian inspired $oral 

embroideries, Jen’s girl was all about romance this New York Fashion Week. Opening every show with a poem she 
spoke to things like capturing all of it in a glass and swallowing sti%. Sexy but demure. Her knitwear was far less present 

this year, but that didn’t seem to matter because it was replaced by signature prints in silk and more grown up things 
like perfect coats with pleats and leather accents, a tuxedo jacket, a simple man’s trench and in contrast delicate perfect 

hombre dyed lace shi" dresses and waist corseted gowns.

Kao describes it as “challenging the rigidity of masculinity and the fragility of femininity and I agree but I also see a 
that struggle of free spirit West Coast meets more rigid East. Maybe it was the accessories that gave me that idea but the 
silver set Abalone collar tips and opposing Betta Fish Bolo fringes contradicting daytime crowns and python briefcases 
opposite felt baseball cloches all also contrasted that playfulness you get in Southern California vs. the more serious so-
cialites you see $oating from penthouse to plage. Either way, they are all stepping out for the evening with a $irtatious 

smirk and love on their mind.



//DDD//KAROLINA ZMARLAK FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photos by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

For all of you that have been following us from the launch issue Karolina Zmarlak was our !rst New York Fashion On 
the Rise Designer. #is season the young talent unveiled Matadora, a collection where the story of a futuristic bull!ght-
er took center stage. #e hero this time is a heroine, masculine has become feminine but tradition still trumps all. Mod-
els stood strongly within the walls of the Soho House clad in cropped jackets complete with curved seams that echo the 
horns of the bull, pencil skirts, high-waisted pants with tuxedo stripes and a print (!rst time for the Karolina) that was 

painterly enough to not look like blood but red and luscious and spilling down the shoulder like a subconscious victory.

#e identity of the brand with their impeccable reversible garments was still there and they partnered with monochro-
matic dresses that had shades tints and tones of red, burgundy and crimson (don’t get me started on the burgundy 

colored stretch leather leggings, an impossible textile to !nd, multiples were proudly on display and I’m guessing are 
going immediately into production.) Karolina’s woman is always strong, but this time there was more of a primal atti-

tude, that instinct that owning your strength can be more sexy than $aunting your feminine wiles. Headwear by Ashley 
Llyod with horns, animal skins and quills was just the icing on the cake.



//DDD//BILLY REID FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

“I Say a Little Prayer” whispered through the speakers as the lights dimmed and as they started to rise, following the 
model almost as if his presence has lit his path it was certain that the Billy Reid Fall Winter 2012 collection was going 

to be all about well thought out exquisite details. #e !rst look was a heathered grey slubbed cashmere tweed hand tai-
lored 3 piece suit, to follow were more hand tailored jackets and suits all with texture and a 1960’s vibe from the turtle-

neck sweaters to the hand-made wingtips at their feet.

#e women’s runs were equally well done. Huge $oppy hats by Albertus Swanepoel, loafer pumps and a bunch of those 
perfectly tailored outerwear pieces that Billy Reid is known for from cadet coats to ponchos all paired with pencil skirts 

and wide leg trousers. If Dione Warwick’s song was recorded in 1966 I was right with my observation of a nod at that 
upper middle class who weren’t $ower children, but weren’t Brit pop either. #ink Connecticut in 1967 where you still 
needed proper layers, but you had somewhere to go so your look had to be polished. #e cropped trousers for men and 
the moto booties on the women made everything look extremely modern and wearable instead of retro, and from the 

applause and smiles in the audience, buyers, stylists and fans agree.



//DDD//CHARLOTTE RONSON FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos by Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

Charlotte Ronson’s girl has gone more lady for Fall Winter 2012. Instead of a grunge driven city girl, she looks to have 
moved to the mountains, or at least a $own in for the weekend to a mountain town. #e knitwear was an immediate 

standout. Chunky knit sweaters and dresses in a tribal pattern with pops of yellow had oversized cowl necks or snoods. 
Headwear was sleek Amelia Earhart $ight bonnets which were paired with $owy little tea dresses in burgundy and 

evergreen with accompanying tights. Lace and leather accents toughened up the look and made it more grown-up than 
sweet.

I was very charmed by Ronson’s Fall outing. Even the gathered leather tunics made sense with the story where every-
thing came across as really well put together but no piece looked to similar to its counterparts.



//DDD//TIBI FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos By: Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

Playing with gender roles again Tibi’s Amy Smilovic started with suits for her Fall Winter 2012 collection, where jackets 
were boxy and trousers were slim and cropped. Countering that sentiment, were three quarter roomy monochro-

matic dresses, sti% leather pencil skirts and or tunics layered with skin tight mock necks in black giving o% a little bit 
of a 1960’s beatnik vibe. To help the audience further feel the theme “Must be the Season of the Witch” by Donovan 

pumped through the speakers.

#e palette was full of evergreen, burgundy, black and cream. Textiles were modern (some of the jackets even looked 
like retro vinyl) and the prints were either window pane or swooping birds.

#ere was a lot of the same just manipulated in di%erent ways, save for the plunging v-neck cocktail dresses bedazzled 
with the repetitive window pane pattern. #ose were one of the strongest moments to counter nicely with the mascu-

line looks. #e men’s loafer inspired ankle booties, speci!cally the white ones were another favorite.



//DDD//IMITATION INTRODUCING DOYLE 
MUESER FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Lauren Cohen 

#ere was a magician at my presentation. And the !rst thing I thought of was “#e Lady Vanishes” which has nothing 
to do with magicians at all… but made me smirk, because subconsciously I must have felt the presence of menswear 
upon us. Tara Subko% of Imitation partnered up with Doyle Mueser Bespoke (known for timeless men’s tailoring). 

Working with Amber Doyle and Jake Mueser the result was Imitation Fall Winter 2012 a mélange of slinky hip slitted 
silk dresses alongside tailored jackets. Pops of red and cyan accompanied the black.

Amber explained it as “sharp instead of just chic” but the whole look still had its devil may care I haven’t tried to look 
this good, business with easy tie neck dresses, plunging neck lines and red red lips.



//DDD//MONIQUE LHUILLIER FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photography by Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

A towering inferno, a sexy beast from below. Are these the words that !rst come into my mind while watching the usu-
ally beautiful, elegant Monique Lhuillier? Peppered with red and black, curved seams accentuated the model’s shape 
which was outlined in a leather waist trim. More leather popped up on sheer chi%on blouses at the collar in demure 

little bows. Digital lava prints added to the spicy heat of the beginning run for Lhuillier’s Fall Winter 2012 collection.

#en came lots of slinky silhouettes in crepe with lace inserts followed by embroidered sequined cocktail dresses, jack-
ets and gowns. #e whole show was powerful and feminine in a !re sign sort of way. Not one ensemble was in your face 

sex (well maybe one leg slit gown) yet all of it was suited towards the alpha-female.

Even Monique’s traditional grandiose gowns had red serpentine lace embroidery. Just in time for Valentine’s day and 
the rest of the red carpet season she steps up to the plate with one of her hottest collections yet.



//DDD//CREATURES OF THE WIND FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net 

#ere are few true story tellers le" in fashion and Shane Gabier and Chris Peters of Creatures of the Wind are two of 
them. CFDA runners up for the Fashion Fund award all eyes were on them this #ursday and being a native Chicagoan 

myself, I’m just excited to see that people are !nally taking serious note of their talent.

Inspired by #e Secret Commonwealth of Elves, Fauns, and Fairies, a seventeenth-century book by the Scottish Episco-
palian minister Robert Kirk, the duo wove a tale of eccentric vagabonds part mystical and the other part carpet bagger. 
For instance there were multi-patterned mix and match tiered skirts topped with pork-pie hats. #en on the other hand 
they showed leather red and black striped dress that look like it fell out of London’s Soho district. A Bowie worthy rock 

and roll blazer here, a $oor length plaid tiered ball gown skirt there…French brocades, mohair sweaters, all of it was 
there and one by one as your eyes passed over the room it seemed more like a cast of characters than a fashion presen-

tation. Which is really quite refreshing.



//DDD//PAMELA LOVE FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photography by Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net

Going the Native American route Pamela love layered detailed bits of turquoise, gold and silver to create a really hot 
Fall 2012 collection Her usual strong female vibe seems even more poetic this time around.



//DDD//CHRISTIAN COTA FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photography by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net

Christian Cota brought us into a dream this Fall Winter 2012 collection. Telling the story of an American girl lost in 
Mexico the designer mixed vibrant colors hand cra"ed embroideries laying under sheer chi%on, desert hued panels of 

fur all with a folktale touch. 

He wanted us to feel enamored with the enchanting culture within a mix of the chaotic markets. #e $oral gowns were 
unique because of the multidimensionality of such a fragile languid gown. #e oversized fur poncho looked like it was 
dipped in leather. Other stand-outs were swirling bird prints and stripped jacquards which hammered home both the 

romanticism and energy of Mexico.



//DDD//KEVORK KILEDJIAN FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashiom Editor 

Photography by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

#ere is something to be said for a designer that has such a true vision of his woman that although inspirations come 
and go, the strength in the identity of the brand remains. So was the case at Kevork Kiledjian’s Fall Winter 2012 show 

this early Sunday morning. His inspiration this time was the daring Charlotte Rampling. Her rebellion as an actress yet 
her chic and utterly feminine. Kiledjian stumbled upon an early photograph of Rampling by Helmut Newton where she 

looked con!dent and mysterious mixed with an almost feline sensuality. It is this and the sense of her quite rebellion 
that shaped the collection.

#e dresses were !gure hugging (a Kiledjian staple) but in a demure knee length hem with a navy and black color block 
that accentuated the waist which was embellished with metallic silver baubbles. Pants were skinny skinny skinny with 
a kicked out boot cut right at the ankle elongating the already gazelle-like models to gigantic height. #ere were some 

jersey pieces with sheer slivers of fabric further pushing the envelope of peek-a-boo. #ere were beautiful red and black 
Ikat silk printed skinny suits that hugged every curve as did the combination of wool tweed separates that could be 

layered perfectly with the bold fantastical lipstick red furs. “Victorious with a quiet sense of rebellion”, said Kevork… 
Yes it was!



//DDD//SIMON SPURR FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

Simon Spurr knows the delicate balance between proper British tailoring, $y o% the rack separates, and trend driven 
pieces that have a sense of humor. Menswear, in particular suiting, used to be a staunchy world where there were little 
options. A"er working everywhere from YSL to Calvin Klein, Spurr continues, season upon season, to turn out some-

thing new, that can still hang in the likes of a luxury department store.

Let’s talk about the stand alone outerwear. Everyone who lives in a climate below freezing knows it’s all about the coat. 
Wear one well-tailored, polished coat and you will look like you could conquer the world. #is Fall Winter 2012 Spurr’s 
examples were car length and double breasted with smart collars that for the ultra-cool, looked supremely pop-able. A 
stand-out was the grey coat with alligator sleeves. As for the suiting, again we saw a lot of double-breasted, slim !t, but 
to modernize the staple, the designer made them four buttoned as well as minimized. And to speak to the creating a 

trend, classic menswear patterns like houndstooth and pinstripe were expanded, grown and exaggerated, in shades of 
grey from top to bottom almost as if a cartoon had cast a shadow on the typical charcoal suit. #e separates were plum 

and brown and warm and inviting like thick knit turtle necks and herringbone sport coats and the trademark wide 
spread collar button downs looked equally at home with some of the shinier numbers. #e overall highlight? Options 

for men. #ank you yet again Simon.



//DDD//HERVE LEGER FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net 

#is is not your mother’s horse and bridle. Herve Leger’s equestrian theme for Fall Winter 2011 went more towards 
restraints.. Of the bondage variety. It was gorgeous. For a brand that prides themselves on a celebrity stamp of approval 

and the body conscious sex appeal that makes them a vixen’s !rst choice in party attire, Max Azria, creative director 
went a bit outside of the box and it worked beautifully.

Leather harnesses, straps and corsets hugged the waists and hips of each model. Paired with corsetted boots and the 
perfect sleek pulled back tail !t for a prize pony the entire show was well styled. Any di%erence in the bandage dress 
this season came in Swarovski crystals embellished upon the dresses in graphic patterns as well as waist skimming 

fringe that !nished the hemlines of big shouldered gladiator-esque toppers. #ink Madonna in W Magazine with Ste-
ven Klein and some stallions… All we were missing was the riding crop.



//DDD//ODILON FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Lauren Cohen 

Clean, minimal but with the perfect amount of repetitive print Stacey Clark’s Odilon Fall Winter 2012 presentation 
lived up to its “One to Watch from WWD”. Inspired by David Lynch’s Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with Me, speci!cally Laura 

Palmer in the Black Lodge, a zig zag pattern took over the High Line Room in the Standard Hotel. Miniskirts and 
maxi dresses, black, white, lavender, and even a red sweater with the embroidery “the owls are not what they seem.” In 

between patterns were gorgeous separates and some gowns that only a sculpture could create, not too close to the body, 
not too linear.

Following major trends with the addition of leather (the red moto jacket seems to be a growing must have for Fall 2012) 
was just enough and didn’t overwhelm, a favorite being the strapless shi" with pockets paired with a toggle coat. And to 

lighten the mood, cute little match matchy zig zag bracelets adorned the model’s wrists.



//DDD//VPL BY VICTORIA BARTLETT FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

Entitled “Manipulate” the VPL Fall Winter 2012 collection was all about the body’s geography and its opposing forces 
from transparent and opaque, to masculine and feminine and beyond. Designer Victoria Bartlett’s inspiration came 
from Michael Clark’s transgressive choreography of Mmm: the tension between abandon and control, shadow and 

re$ection, $uidity and gravity’s pull.
What that meant for us as an audience were so" weightless materials from silico

ne, delave and technical gauzes mixed with textured metallic, armor, pleather, girdle, fabrics, stretch twills and felted 
wools all in monochromatic tints tones and shades of nude except for the occasional pop of grey black white, turmeric 
and plum. #e sueded draped color blocked dresses and tunics were the glue that held the vast collection together and 
there were the usual bits of body con underpinnings that o"en provided a pop of color where cut-outs exposed skin. 

Everything moved, folded, molded and wrapped around the body. #e chunky knitwear acted as skeletal works where 
braids protruded curved melded and revealed hints of skin. Consistent collaborators Jacklyn Mayer whose jewelry 

line Orly Genger by Jacklyn Mayer, Aran Baik, Wade Jensen, Shopli"er & Edda all put together beautiful one of pieces 
speci!cally for the collection and footwear designer LD Tuttle made cool paper bag boots with elastic calf hugging tops 

to further emphasize the models walk and add to the dance inspiration.



//DDD//CUSTO BARCELONA FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net 

In a collection titled Rawvision Fall Winter 2012 Custo Dalmau was surprisingly less descriptive about his theme than 
usual. With a simple statement that “this collection is an homage to Visionaries and the pioneers of creativity” it was his 

most retailable collection yet starting with the textured outerwear, all the way down to the combat boot sandals.

Looking as though a steam punk troupe entered the motor cross there was more black and beige than usual, have camo 
half ink blot patches of alternating textiles made the men’s suiting come alive, where as it was the raw textured outer-
wear for the women that stole the show. Other favorites were the lace knit minis and leather accents on wild wools. 

Hair was wooly as well, braided and mussed and the spectacles were round and re$ective. Dalmau’s colors were sym-
bolic. White for Purity, red for love, green for nature, brown for earth and black for unity. Quite elementary but mixed 

with the graduate level construction, the show went beautifully.



//DDD//JILL STUART FALL WINTER 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor P

hotography by Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net 

Jill Stuart kept things youthful and feminine but added a whisper of sex appeal this season. Not so girlie and sweet, a 
plethora of little black dresses with $esh exposing patches of tulle or lace were the meat of the collection. Floral patterns 
were darker this time and some slightly surrealistic tulip shapes popped up amongst what looked to be thistle patterns 

whizzing past.

When trousers made their way down the runway they were lean and cropped save for one pair of sailor pants that 
looked perfect with the black and white graphic run it accompanied. #e monochromatic tones of plum/wine/bur-

gundy were also a welcome break in the world of prints. Hot patent platform mid-calf boots were a home run. All in all 
there was something for everybody shape and multiple age groups which should leave buyers more than pleased.



//DDD//DIANE VON FURSTENBURG FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photography by Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net

Diane von Furstenburg herself is chic polished and glamorous yet seductive so it is no surprise that her Fall Winter 
2012 collection was titled “Rendezvous” and from the smoke !lled set down to the eye hidden sunnies DVF took us on 

a surrealistic journey into the psyche of a woman.

Everything was dressed up but not too formal, coats had cape-like appeal with pieces that gracefully wrapped around 
the shoulder. #ere was much attention to shoulder detail actually, from the o% the shoulder one Bordeaux opening 

dress to the side bow tied gowns or knitwear printed with hands almost visually manhandling the model. Prints were 
the bulk of the surrealistic moment with large graphic bits of puzzle pieces, comma’s chain linking and hands on gar-

ments and little heart and clock shaped clutches accessorizing the show. Diane’s Creative Director Yvan Misplaere also 
had a large impact on the palette witch was mainly in the tint, tone and shade variety of pinks and reds with the occa-
sional black and white in the mix but it was the bold use of yellow, teal, purple blocked piece by piece turning the look 

into that styled but not trying to hard chic seductive glamour described earlier.



//DDD//BEHNAZ SARAFPOUR FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

Driven by the idea of fashion x-rays Behnaz Sarafpour gave us little details such as silver boning seen outside of the 
dress, transparent petticoat skirt, pockets obviously !xed on the outside of a jacket and sheer lace. Menswear inspired 
pieces in couture wool with key-hole cut outs (a growing New York trend) balanced out the metallic dipped presenta-

tion that was the Fall Winter 2012 collection.

Standing apart from the majority of the line-up were the gold and bronze pleated dresses, some were lace which up 
close looked almost burnout, others were embroidered basket weave, but each specially treated almost as if you see 

the layers of cra"smanship as if run through an x-ray to capture the detail. Even the nails had a metallic $air and were 
some of the favorite bits captured by the photo crazy guests



//DDD//THOM BROWNE FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photography by Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net 

Fashion loves a spectacle. Rare in New York, so thank God for #om Browne. We walked into a room on the third $oor 
of the New York Public Library. #ere were co'ns with glass tops lined up on the $oor with $ickering candles beside 

them. Within the co'ns were grey suited bodies whose heads and feet were covered in sheer silk chi%on.

“#ey died for fashion” we were told. And this is their fantasy. And with that the bodies rose (spooking half of us that 
thought they were manequins) and out $oated looks that had multitudes of draping, Victorian buttons and bustles, 

stegasorus stu%ed animal type spikes as well as a fabric version of a “fox fur stole” Imaginative, poetic, and unique the 
images say it all.



//DDD//RACHEL ROY FALL 2012
Written by Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

On a sunny day in Manhattan, it is easy to remember how important color is in the winter. A"er show upon show of 
muted wintery grey’s green’s and burgundy’s Rachel Roy’s Fall Winter 2012 presentation was a welcome surprise.

It’s not that she wasn’t on color trend, but more that she too extra steps to add a little pop amongst this season’s Colors 
such as citrine and sail popped o chunky knit snoods and within boucle separates. Purple mixed with navy and green. 

#ere was the requisite leather dress in a sleek linear shape, but the standout amongst the collection was the winter rose 
and garnet grouping, full of reversible shearlings, silk drape cut out maxi dresses, double faced color blocking and cool 
accessories like pony skin bangles and magnetic closure belts. Placed right against the blinding sun on a below freezing 

morning, the girls looked like backlit divinity. Buyers were already comparing notes.



//DDD//TIMO WEILAND FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos By: Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

Looking towards “Orbital Romance” the early period of new wave nostalgia in NYC where alternative and hip-hop art-
ists lived in harmony, banded together on St. Marks Place to create magic. #is was a world where artist used to create 
unique original thoughts and really had the ability to be true artists. “#ey stargazed and became enamored with outer 

space” said designers Timo Weiland and Alan Eckstein.

We have always been a publication that pays serious homage to the idea of original creativity so lets re$ect a bit upon 
Timo Weiland’s Fall Winter 2012 collection. Removable bits of fur which added to the textural mix of knitwear, silk 
prints and velvet skirts. Floral prints that were done in nightvision for both male and female. Draped plaids, lots of 

layers and rock and roll booties completed the look for women. Menswear was a bit more basic but the lean cropped 
trousers (some had tuxedo stripes on the inside of the leg as opposed to out) simple crewneck sweaters, toggle coats 

and button down shirts, yet the large black and white $oral print and the round spectacles did bring the whole original 
theme together.



//DDD//FALGUNI AND SHANE PEACOCK FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos By: Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

It was all about performance worthy clothes at Falguni and Shane Peacock and even more !tting that they were show-
ing the same day as the Grammy’s. Gowns only worthy of a stage were the mainstay in their Fall Winter 2012 collection.

Maximum cut outs, tribal digital prints on chi%on with peep hole cut outs, velvet cut cat suits and embroidered feath-
ered minis the grouping was wow a"er wow a"er wow. As a fashion editor I realize that everything cannot be easy 

ready-to-wear and Falguni and Peacock was a welcome break into a world of fantasy fashion. #e shoes by Gil Car-
valho and makeup by Mehron made the entire look that much stronger.



//DDD//CAROLINA HERRERA FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 
Photos By: Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net 

On a roll from last September’s amazing bird prints and youth infusion, Carolina Herrera launched her Fall Winter 
2012 collection with a bang. #e trendy chic combo of indigo and black looked fresh and layered with cool additions 
such as sheared lamb, ostrich feathers and crystal embellishments making the !rst few runs Gossip Girl ready (stylists 

be prepared).

Portrait collar coats and huge ball gowns pleased her more mature customer. Bolero jackets and high-waisted skirts 
with loop belts in monochromatic colors were ageless. Prints were modern and abstract. All I kept thinking was “fresh 

young Washington DC” as this collection expanded beyond the Upper East Side and the Hollywood Red Carpet. 
Beautifully done. 



//DDD//MICHAEL KORS FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos By: Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net

Mad for the plaid Michael Kors came out with a luxe look with a traditional East Coast wardrobe in a palette of red, 
black white and grey this Wednesday morning. With thick fox fur stoles and sheer lace inserts elongating the hemlines 
of the sliver thin pencil skirts it was all lady like for the women. #e edge came in the color choices and his play with 
leather which mainly shrouded shoulders and collar bones. #e bu%alo check was oversized and came in everything 

from 1950’s style skirts to ponchos and suits.

We have been seeing a lot of red lace on the runway this fall and Kors was not without his, a simple long-sleeved lace 
sheath that stood out against the more lavishly layered looks. For the men it was more plaid in red and black. #e camel 

colored run was speci!cally warm and cozy with nubby turtlenecks accompanied by parkas and backpacks (a huge 
male trend thus far), and the teddy bear coat seems to be a premonition about next winter being loads colder than the 
current record breaking year. Oscar-worthy red carpet gowns closed the show with slight peek-a-boo sheer panels act-
ing as body sculptures helping to accentuate drop waists or the curved bodice seams we have seen popping up all over 

New York as well. As usual a gorgeous very Michael collection for Fall 2012.



//DDD//VERA WANG FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Photos By: Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net 

So"er, simpler ,those were the strong points of Vera Wang’s Fall Winter 2012 Collection. Sure there were her trademark 
tucked, draped and wrapped moments, as though thin sheets of tissue paper were folded around the model’s body but it 
was the boot cut trousers and “half ” suit jackets that had a mix of tailoring against the gentle chi%on that really told the 

tale.

Deconstructed but perfectly thought out. Contradictions where muted greys and nudes mingled with essential pops of 
persimmon, the lush $u% of fox opposing the sleek architectural hand work of the tone-on-tone embroidery that even 
looked so" because of the sheen of the thread. Hitting the trend of shearling full force Wang’s jackets and vests were 

cool, modern, young and shaped in a new elongated way without being thick. A beautiful rendition of what Vera Wang 
does… impeccable.



//DDD//DEREK LAM FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos By: Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net

All I kept wanting to sing as I saw Derek Lam’s little $oral print patterns and gold dipped shoes trot down the runway 
was Simon and Garfunkel’s Mrs. Robinson. #ere was something so collegiate and sweet with a little bit of a vixen to 

his Fall Winter 2012 collection that if wardrobing the movie today, it would be no question as to why Dustin Ho%man’s 
Ben would end up with Elaine.

Lam’s girl was subdued but $irty, Lots of leather was in play (not surprising as this seems to be the biggest trend of Fall 
2012 so far) but partnered up with over-sized tunics and collared shirts it looked less dom and more dorm. #e chunky 
sweaters also had a hint of $irtation, whether it be because the sleeves were hacked o% or because they were styled with 

long $owing maxi skirts.



//DDD//J.MENDEL FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos By: Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net

#e name of the game was “how glam can you go?” at J. Mendel today. First it was the fur. Loads of it worked in as 
many ways possible from blocked together in di%erent textures and some with alligator sleeves, pristine and angelic in a 
palette of black and white or camel, these coats are clearly for the car service crowd only. Heaven forbid you walk down 

Madison and get splashed by a latent taxi!

#en it was the gowns. Plunging in the front with super sexy triangular cut outs either at shoulders, around the mid-
section they were a little to forward for the Oscar red carpet but we have been seeing a lot of risk takers lately, so maybe 
some starlet will prove me wrong and dare to be as bare as Giles Mendel envisioned. #e completion of the Fall Winter 

2012 collection was the introduction of hand bags that were lined in mink. Enough said.



//DDD//CARLOS MIELE FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos By: Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

Brazilian $avor and the desire to beyond please his audience was in Carlos Miele’s favor this morning. Inspired by the 
culture of Southern Brazil and more speci!cally Rio Grande do Sul, each look came complete with actual gaucha hats 

to emphasize that eternal value that comes with tradition.

#is sentiment is important to a brand now days where understated luxury and brand identity is what makes customers 
return now days and for Miele there will be lots to buy starting with wool and fox fur ponchos easy and casual, but lav-
ish and paired beautifully with grommet detailed pants. #e run of sand colored gowns with gold lame underlay were 
each a vision and by the time color came into play we were treated to geometric printed dresses with pleated detailing 

and or long chi%on trains. Bolero jackets were a fun way to individualize each gown. #e accessories are where the 
gaucha theme played heavier with tiras on open toed booties and adorning grommeted belts.



//DDD//REEM ACRA FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos By: Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

It was more fun to !gure out which dress was going to go on which celebrity for which red carpet than to really dissect 
a trend. #at is because each piece was so intricately made whether it was a simple leather sheath dress with trapunto-
stitch details or an embroidered gown with tulle inserts, that you knew it was more about quality than seasonal fore-

casting.

“Feminine Power” was what was on Reem Acra’s mind when she created her collection. #e garment becoming a 
second skin, no matter the fabric was the thread that wove the entire collection together. “Con!dence, beauty, strength, 

and freedom; empowering women to create their own style… a cause worthy of !reworks” and look 32 with its star-
burst pattern was an example of just the explosion we were looking for. Now as for which ones will end up on the red 
carpet… we will just have to wait until February 26th, but I have a simple bet placed on the strapless golden embroi-

dered gown or the art deco beaded number that just $oated as it walked.



//DDD//PRETE AND BRUNO FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos By: Casey Vange for www.!gphoto.net

#e concept revolved around Hollywood and icons like Marlene Dietrich and Grace Kelly which meant… enter the 
feathers.

Let’s speak about what was nice, the !rst few coats with ru&e trim, the details on the back of the robes which were little 
gold suns, the tones of green black and gold and some of the smart pert cocktail numbers that had feather trim. #ey 

were right in accentuating the waist by creating a bit of a cumberbund as we have seen so many yolk accents this season 
it would be silly to not follow suit and some of the sheer chi%on green blouses would be a beautiful addition of color to 
any wardrobe. But unfortunately a"er all of that is said forty-eight looks went down the runway and all were so similar 

there was nothing to motivate the audience to want more.



//DDD//SOPHIE THEALLET FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos By: Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.net

Sophie #eallet’s story for Fall Winter 2012 revolved around a family of aristocrats that have lost all of their money and 
need to continue wearing the clothes on their backs, as lavish as they once were, they are wearing down a little bit. As 
someone who has seen a tattered collar and a freying elbow patch on the notably titled in my day, I was immediately 

amused.

Silk separates such as thigh slit pencil skirts sexy wrap blouses and thin knitwear were constructed out of bold colorful 
almost interior prints. Amethyst, garnet, ruby and onyx dresses made up the rest of the run. #ere was a bit of a 1970’s 

vibe to the shape of the collection due to the $owing thigh exposing maxi dresses and the skinny pants with turtle-
necks, so these poor girls must have been wearing their clothing for a long long time. #e whole show was so inspiring 

I immediately called one of my favorite photographers and started brainstorming….



//DDD//MARCHESA FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos By: Maria Valentino for First View

Tis the season for accessories debut’s so when I was told that Marchesa was launching a handbag collection I had to be 
there. To introduce the jeweled clutches and mini audieres, Georgina Chapman and Keren Craig spun a story inspired 

by aspects of religious art and iconography, as seen through William Adolphe Bouguereaus’s 1878 painting, A Soul 
Brought to Heave.

Light vs. dark, the fragile heavenly, angelic aura with sharp silhouettes in laser-cut leather patterns. Wing-like embroi-
dery and feather embellishments in pale shades of cream and blue contrast with beaded skeleton body suits in smoky 
shades of noir. Sweeping skirts in blood red and gold lamé ended the show and just as dramatically as they came in, I 

am certain that they rushed out… on planes, to Hollywood for Oscar !ttings.



//DDD//ANNA SUI FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos By: Billy Rood for www.!gphoto.net

News $ash! Precision like detail can still be created in NYC. Anna Sui’s Fall Winter 2012 collection is proof. #ere were 
the requisite throwback pieces that had a 1960’s and 1970’s $are, the round spectacle sunglasses, the tassle necklaces, 

the neon blue cat eye. But the bitty $oral prints and textured tweeds showed hand work not usually seen.

#ere were some fun bits where postcards saying “Anna Sui” $oated on cardigans or owl hats nested on heads, but 
closer looks at things like the button plackets and a critics eye could see meticulous attention to detail such as lase cut 

butter$ies.



//DDD//DOUGLAS HANNANT FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

#e NY Public Arts library was all a glow with multi-colored leaves creating an archway to welcome guests into Doug-
las Hannant’s fantasy for Fall Winter 2012. Always a complete gentleman even his sta% hand escorted the audience to 

their seats, and that mannerly way echoed in the collection entitled “Gentry.”.

Grey plaids, salt and pepper tweeds opened the show, followed by a grouping of warm camel, raspberry and forest 
green mohair boleros and organza pussy bow blouses so theatrical that they became the show stealers. #e jewel-toned 
gowns will keep the socialite set happy, and the knit top, ta%eta bottom beaded plaid !nale gown was beyond a favorite. 

Oxford pumps, and horse bit details with large boxy totes or faux fur sheered clutches paired with bowlers drove the 
gentry theme home.



//DDD//ALEXANDRE HERCHCOVICH FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Photos By: Marta Traskevych for www.!gphoto.com

I understand the desire to hold an event in the Standard’s Highline room, the warm wood paneling, the usual view of 
the river, so my !rst question is why would you block the windows, set down a bunch of chairs and pack as many peo-

ple as possible to see a full runway show.

Here’s the thing. #e clothes were lovely. Alexandre Herchcovitch is an amazing designer. He plays with form and 
experiments with textiles and as a refreshing change to the usually overly commercial New York but for Fall 2012 we 

could barely see them. From what I could see there were drop shouldered minis, almost like a tunic in shearling leather. 
Some had silk print detailing in desert rose. #en there were some yellow patent bodices with tooled leather skirts and 

or something that looked like raw wool/tweed. #e golden wheat colored lace and lurex dresses were the fragile balance 
against the thicker fabrics. And thank goodness the girls came out past the chairs so I could glance way down and see 
the amazing metallic tipped suede mules. So please, next time let us set back a little, or let them stand in one place. We 

want to appreciate the talent!



//DDD//MARIA GRACHVOGEL FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

#e only way to start London is to lounge around the Savoy Hotel waiting for the Maria Grachvogel Fall Winter 2012 
show. Dreamy 1920’s Duke Ellington trumpets $oated through the speakers of the ballroom as Bentley a"er Bentley 

pulled up to the door on the Embankment side. Now keep in mind that I do not have my incomparable Billy Rood or 
his fantastic team with me across the pond, so pay attention more to the words than the photos here…

#e inspiration for this collection was the Jazz Age where fashion had a new freedom and women a new con!dence and 
with that we were treated to cocoon jackets in silk bubble shaped blouses, mini capes attached to dresses and jumpsuits, 
and gold lame separates. #e prints this time consisted of !reworks and it was easy to imagine someone like Daisy Bu-
chanan foxtrotting under the night sky in one of said dresses why Gatsby gazes from the stairs. Styled perfectly, models 
had hair turned under like a bob and were adorned with Erickson Beamon cu%s and huge tusk necklaces. On their feet 

were taupe boots with enormous wedges from Atalanta Weller which modernized the collection.



//DDD//JENA THEO FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Denim and draping, over-sized deconstruction. #at was the Jena #eo “Heavy Metal” Fall Winter 2012 collection in a 
nutshell, but upon closer look there was much more than met the eye. First the hemlines on the skinny skinny jeans ran 
at a diagonal, sometimes with stirrups and zippers placed at the back or interior of the leg anchoring a geometry to the 
otherwise abstract silks. Favorite tunics were made from hand fringed exaggerated sleeves and sheer silk cocoons and 

the outwear (capes, elongated tuxe tails and shearlings) were all unique and sumptuous.

Partnering again with artist O.Two, the prints were abstract as well, and in a palette of black white and gray (same as 
the denim except for one or two severely bleached out blue) and were more based on brush strokes which looked nice 

up against the washed out jeans. Cool textured peep-toe wedges completed the look. #e choreography of the show was 
another key entity into the mindset of the designers. A model would walk half the runway, pause, turn and continue on, 
as another would appear at the end of the space, they would meet turn and walk in synchronicity. On another occasion 
three models would stagger across the entire space, walk one by one to the end, switch order and continue back down 

the runway. It was this organized chaos that created order in both the clothing and the run which made the show come 
together.



//DDD//DAKS FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

#ere was something decidedly Katherine Hepburn about the Daks Fall Winter 2012 collection. Designer Sheila Mc-
Kain-Waid stayed true to the brand in terms of elegance and that trademark check (yes there is another plaid of sorts in 
London) but this time the silhouettes were much more languid, starting with the coats which had that perfect post-war 
slouchy drop shoulder. My personal favorite was bolero jacket in the front and rounded hem midi length topper in the 

back.

#e dresses were warm from the earthy wine tones to the burn out velvet check pattern within them. Trousers were 
long, leggy and $uid in silk. #e round envelope clutches were the perfect understated accessory that still added 

thought and the sheer overlays on simple black dresses as well as a cranberry colored jumpsuit were two of my favorites 
that were classic enough to be worth the price tag.



//DDD//JASPER CONRAN FALL 2012
Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

It is funny to hear the voice of Donna Summer lustfully gasping for air in Love to Love Ya as buttoned up reserved 
a"ernoon tea frocks hit the runway. But that’s just it isn’t it? #e less you show the sexier it sometimes is. #is morning 
Jasper Conran unveiled skirt suits, day dresses, an occasional cocktail frock, one a"er the other, each demure, and each 

with one stand out detail that we as the audience savoured each look. First it was the shine on the fabrics of a double 
breasted car coat or the buttery so"ness of the leather skirt suits. #en it was the series of dresses that brought new 

meaning to the word “portrait collar” each one extremely simple, but each framing the face neck and collar bone in a 
di%erent way.

#e palette was mostly nudes, warm burgundies, camels, grays and blacks and there was nary a print save for the one 
palm and one polka dot both in the evening attire run. Hair and make-up was minimal as well, just swept cleanly o% 
the fresh face. #e shoes were almost masculine (a pointy toe oxford that looked like Victorian king footwear more 

than a pump to wear with a dress) which was a nice switch to the stacked heels we have been seeing for so long. And 
although there was something so simple about the collection (the construction we realize was not, as it is o"en harder 
to do minimal and clean than crazy and embellished any day!) there was also something sexy about the moment being 

more about the women under the dress.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: TEMPERLEY LONDON 
FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge
Photos: Courtesy of Catwalking.com

#is Eastern European aristocratic lady full of folkloric legends and prints to match has skipped over the pond and 
landed at Temperley London’s Fall Winter 2012 show entitled “Renaissance”. A"er such a sleek and silky patternless 

Spring, we were back on to detailed embroideries on top of tulle overlays, jeweled embellishments and quilted embroi-
dered sti% skirts and lush jacquards.

Rich golds peppered between the vibrant embroidered $orals and jewel tones to match the jewels worthy of some War-
saw royal crown (done by Mawi) came to play come for the eveningwear run. #e strongest bits were the bronze boot-

leg brocade suit, the navy and black evening gown with emerald jeweled cross back detail and the only full knitwear 
look, a little mohair cape and matching skirt. All stood speci!cally strongly on their own amongst the folksy prints and 

huge Prussian hats.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: ISSA LONDON 
FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Did you know Veruschka is modeling again? She is and all I could think about look a"er look at the Issa London Fall 
Winter 2012 show was her beautiful face rimmed in fur, or hair, or a bold scarf.

Designer Daniella Issa Helayel ‘s theme for the fall season was a travel from the Moscow to the Forbidden City in 
Beijing on the Trans-Siberian Express. Now I hate it when the “republic of social media” takes a quick peek at a show 

and declares it one there or another with reckless disregard for the designer’s vision, but I was right there, up close and 
personal and I have a degree in journalism as well, so I’ll take a crack. Based on the lively eastern European $oral prints 
on wrap dresses with matching leggings (taken from Faberge Eggs and paisley prints on Russian dolls), the exaggerated 
version of said prints on maxi dresses, the mink trim that circled arms and collars, it just had to be that those iconic im-
ages of the Veruschka by Franco Rubartelli came into play, even siting the locations that match unforgettable editorials 
for Vogue with Irving Penn. All the way from the curled bou%ant hair to the winged out eyes. I’m not saying the clothes 

won’t sell with the designer’s story. Ever since Kate’s engagement dress Issa has become a household name and a hot 
commodity. Just that a little more romanticism and a bit of a throwback can be a good thing in fashion. It garners new 

fans, and I just happen to be one of them.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: MULBERRY 
FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos Courtesy of Catwalking.com

Uber luxe bohemian outwear seemed to be the attraction at Mulberry’s Fall 2012 collection this morning. #e opening 
sequence was all about shaggy fur with pops of bright yellow underneath, sheared pelts used as vests partnered with 
cool zigzag patterns. Lace played a large roll as well, with leather bra top accents toughening up the layer of textures, 
from fur to cashmere scarves to tweedy top coats to the casual hikers (love the neon orange pairs) on their feet. #e 

chunky tops with the sleeker skirts and dresses were the best and most practical bit and the skin baring dresses will do 
really well by their celebrity following.

To not ignore the bags, which made Mulberry a household name in the !rst place, we were treated to matchy matchy 
individualistic pieces. With the zigzags came zigzags, with the orange came orange, all mid-sided doctor’s bags of sorts. 
#ere were a few black clutches in the mix and mini versions trotted out for night. Emma Hill should be proud with the 

quick evolution of Mulberry



LONDON FASHION WEEK: BURBERRY PRORSUM
FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Always the showman and innovator, Christopher Bailey set out to unveil “Town and Field” the Fall Winter 2012 Collec-
tion for Burberry Prorsum. But before I start with the clothes, can I mention it rained? As in theatrical rain machines 

pouring over Kensington Gardens. Evoking the feeling of the 1940’s the run started with plenty of tweed from the 
newsboy caps at the tip of the head to the coin purse pockets at cinched waists. #ere was also a big mix of masculine 
and feminine because of the sharp contrast of $ouncy skirts (full striped mid-length for day and ru&ed be it a peplum 
or a diagonal sash for cocktail hour). #e “town and !eld” bits came in with little details like fox heads on belts, ducks 

on walking sticks for the gentlemen and cartoonish owls bedazzled on sweaters.

Outwear also played a huge roll in the collection and Bailey never ceases to amaze when it comes to new innovative 
ways to keep us warm. #is time there were a series of cropped waxed cotton parkas, almost like $ight jackets that 

were fun youthful and had the likes of Rosie Huntington-Whiteley and Kate Bosworth grinning from the front row. 
Said jackets were paired with pencil skirts that had one ru&e starting from the right hip and cascading down the entire 
length of the piece. For the men the newsboy cap tweed blazer, military referenced parkas for outerwear also anchored 

the inspiration. #ere was a beyond sharp olive velvet single-breasted suit. #e striped matching gloves and scarves that 
accompanied the menswear looks added the same type of humor and youth as the owls did for the women. Handbags 
came in all sorts of shapes and sizes, I am certain making buyers happy with all the options. #ere wasn’t one “signa-
ture bag” this season, but some roomy colorful striped suede and leather totes, mid-sized round leather du%el shaped 

bags and small clutches that repeated the details of doggies, ducks and owls in gold hardware (totally !eld) with leather 
studded driving gloves. #e pointy toe sky high-heeled ankle booties looked more !eld, but would really only function 
in town. When the !nale came under sounds of roaring thunder, rain appeared. A more realistic version of the digital 
snow that wowed audiences in Beijing the models carried striped umbrellas and trotted under the glitter symbolizing 

the outside drops that were (thank God!) shielded by glass yet again fusing the technology and reality that Burberry has 
pioneered in this crazy fast-paced world we call fashion.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: NICOLE FAHRI 
FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos Courtesy of Catwalking.com

#ere was something very bird like in Nicole Fahri’s Fall Winter 2012 collection. Taking the lines of the wing and form-
ing it into dramatic hemlines on asymmetrical peplums. Placing little tech plastic feathers on the interiors of arms; 

creating patterns of a full “coat” within jacquards.

Even folds on some pencil skirts looked like the origami folds of resting cranes. #e palette was warm and rich, golds, 
taupes, chocolates, grays and white (a current London Fashion Week trend) with bursts of metallic. All tones seen in 
nature and all living happily in as one in this display of chic and shape. Each look was graceful whether it was embel-

lished or just one clean line.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: VIVIENNE WESTWOOD 
RED LABEL FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos Courtesy of Catwalking.com

I love it when Dame Westwood shocks me, and thus was the case with the Red Label Fall 2012 collection this a"er-
noon. Yes, the theme was Englishness again, but instead of staging it at the Royal Courts where tramps landlords and 
thieves all co-mingled in theatrical tradition or within the mammoth butcher’s market while supporting the plight of 

the rainforest, we sat calmly and waited for what was a strong run of menswear vs. womenswear.

Amazing mixes of plaids anchored the collection, sometimes covered by long cardis for the girly viewpoint, and placed 
with asymmetrical bow neck blouses and kick pleat skirts for the more tailored menswear bits. For more cocktail attire 
there were a series of draped jersey dresses without one bit of embellishment followed by ta%eta dresses that kept the 
traditional shape of a Westwood garment; sometimes ruched here, o"en draped there, varying hemline length, waist 
accentuating, sexy and con!dent all wrapped up with little cap sleeves. #e !nale of more Prince-esque leather bits 

were perfect for that girl who turns to Red Label for her Saturday night attire.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: PAUL SMITH 
FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos Courtesy of Catwalking.com 

Menswear-inspired womenswear with takes on the traditional gentleman starting with the “smoking jacket” done as 
only Paul Smith could do, jacquard mix and match prints silky robe-type tops under overcoats, and slouchy trousers. 

#ere was the tuxedo inspired runs, a grey coat with tails and wide leg cropped trousers with a black stripe on the side. 
#e plaid day wear collection was a lovely grouping of sweaters, thin legged cropped pants and a dress thrown in here 

and there.

Outwear was primarily masculine as well close tailored over coats, double breasted and mid length but it was the illu-
sion necked evening wear and the velvet run at the end that so"ened the Fall Winter 2012 collection and gave us all the 

little surprise at the end we were hoping for.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: MATTHEW WILLIAMSON 
FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor
Photos Courtesy of Catwalking.com

Is this the future of fashion? “#e Look” being made up of mix and match separates all to create cohesion with tech-
nologically advanced embellishments and printing techniques? Matthew Williamson seems to think so. For a designer 
who usually tends for the more bohemian side of life his Fall Winter 2012 collection was decidedly more traditional. 

Little pencil skirts and raglan sleeved shi"s were modernized into futuristic status with square sequins that looked like 
the mother board of a super computer. #e trouser was long, lean and tab front, done in metallic leather.

Dresses had slashes at their rib cages and equally razor sharp hemlines that created a layering a%ect. Sure there were 
massive prints on maxi dresses, and they were lovely, but it was the attention paid to the little sheer chi%on t-shirts lay-

ing over !tted bright turtlenecks that made this entire collection seem new and fresh for Williamson.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: PETER PILOTTO
 FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Writer

London is a city that made the digital print come alive and Peter Pilotto is a design duo that helped champion the 
trend. With a keen eye for how shape can really a%ect print designers Peter Pilotto and Christopher De Vos send down 

yet another body conscious run of dresses. #is year the theme seemed to revolve around a lavish mansion and the 
gardens surrounding.

Opening runs had gold gilded prints with $ounce skirts hitting the knee. Other prints were bursting with $orals. Key-
hole necklines and shoulder cut outs were apparent here, as they have been at so many other shows. An odd touch was 
the parka boleros and color blocked fox scarves that chopped up the lines. A stand out piece was the black embellished 
drop-waisted cocktail dress with paneled skirt. Maybe, upon looking at their whole run, this was there nod to a modern 

day Gatsby, party dresses in the garden and all.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: VOGUE TALENTS 
INTERNATIONAL SHOWCASE FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Bringing the hottest rising names in Italian fashion to London for a week Vogue Italian and the Italian Cultural Insti-
tute hosted an elegant soiree in Belgravia. “Believing in young talent, o%ering support to make the most of themselves, 
that is one of the missions of Vogue Italia.” Said Franca Sozzani, Director of Vogue Italia. CO I TE by Tomaso Anfossi 
and Francesco Ferrari (!nalists in Vogue Italia’s Who Is On Next? 2011 competition had cool fresh vibrant patterns 

on simple dresses. Caterina Gatta mixes vintage silks with modern such as leather, and latex inspired by photographer 
Miles Aldridge and his surrealist ways to portray women as perfect and almost plastic.

A-Lab Milano made 100% in Milan by Alessandro Biasi and Simona Costa played with simple lady-like suit jackets full 
length maxi-skirts and beautifully unique printed wool outwear. Silvio Betterelli gave us texture in pin tucked skirts 

and ink blot print too go over well tailored jackets. Coliac a line designed by Martina Grasselli was very amusing and 
full of touchable pieces of art turned into jewelry, large snake chains, $at enameled !sh, geometric baubbles to create 
chunky bits that echoed the sea. All in all the Italians realize that it is more than being creative. #ey pay much atten-
tion to their materials and make wise choices when it comes to editing, making the entire room a well-chosen display 

of the newest talent around.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: CHRISTOPHER RAEBURN
 FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor

Graduating from outwear, the Christopher Raeburn Fall Winter 2012 Collection will be divided into two bits, the 
womenswear that showed on Saturday and the Menswear that will be held on Wednesday. For the womens there were 

remade sheath dresses and cool polka dot long sleeve t-shirt dresses to layer underneath. Utilitarian level zippers added 
weight to the casual pieces.

And of course the coats in military wool, and nylon never get old. Each time the shape and accents (this year with pops 
of white darting about to further emphasize shape) get more sophisticated. #is was also the !rst time for a rucksack 

collection which will most de!nitely extend to mens as well.



LONDON FASHION WEEK: MARIO SCHWAB
 FALL WINTER 2012

Written By: Lynn Furge, Senior Fashion Editor 

Seductive secretive, mysterious, haunting, these were all words used to describe the Marios Schwab Fall Winter 2012 
collection in his own words. He mixed Mahler’s Symphony No. 5 in C Minor with eye skimming hats (by Philip Treacy) 
and leather gloves. Ultimately feminine, supremely complicated his character for the season was a femme fatal. Wheth-
er it was Marlene Dietrich walking the streets alone or just !lm noir at its !nest attention was paid to every little detail.

Laser cut leather lace hugged the curves of the silhouette and handmade lace bodysuits interlaced with sequins lie un-
der tulle skirts. #e trousers and trench coats were phenomenal and pencil skirts with pops of gauzy green in underlay-

ers put us all under Schwab’s absinthe like haze. #e dresses that looking like smoke clouding a back room bar envel-
oped the breasts of the models, and the wisps of hair strewn across their face echoed that idea of that unknown woman 
you love from afar and closing with a string version of Eleanor Rigby gave goose bumps to most of the audience’s !rst 
two rows as I saw little hairs raise on the backs of each of their necks as the !nale went by. Honestly one of the most 

beautiful shows I’ve seen at fashion week so far.


